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Cloud-native analytic and machine learning environments like Databricks hold large potential value for organizations that have been 
constrained by their on-premises infrastructure. It is not just a case of migrating them in a “lift and shift” manner, but of identifying and 
taking advantage of the opportunities for modernizing those environments at the same time.

Cirata’s unique Data approach to migrating data at scale without disrupting the use of those datasets while an organization adopts 
cloud infrastructure and services has been a critically-important answer to these challenges. 

From migration to modernization
The combination of Cirata and Databricks enables organizations to:

Automate data and metadata migration to Databricks 
Cirata Data Migrator is a safe and reliable cloud migration solution that automates the migration of Hadoop data and Hive metadata 
to the cloud.

Data Migrator deployment is performed in minutes, and requires no changes to applications or normal business operations. Migrations 
of any scale can begin immediately and be performed while the source data is under active change without requiring any production 
system downtime or business disruption, and with zero risk of data loss.

Data Migration to Databricks
Automated migration and transformation to Delta Lake 
on Databricks for fastest time to AI and ML

Hadoop Data Hive Metadata

1   Automate their Hadoop data and Hive metadata migration  
 with zero downtime and zero business disruption 2   Modernize their data architecture with a unified analytics   

  platform that ensures data reliability and data consistency
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Making Hive data and metadata available for direct use as Delta 
Lake content in Databricks with Data Migrator is a simple as  
three steps:

Step 1 – define your targets
Configure Data Migrator to have a data migration target 
available for your chosen cloud storage and for Databricks. 
Choose to convert content to the Delta Lake format when you 
create your Databricks metadata target.

Data Migrator provides two key Databricks-specific functionalities:

• Make Apache Hive metadata available directly in Databricks 
workspaces using live migration so that ongoing changes  
  to source metadata are reflected immediately in the 
Databricks target.

• Transform the on-premises data formats used in Hadoop and 
Hive to the Databricks-preferred Delta Lake form, so that users 
can take full advantage of the features that are unique to the 
combination of Databricks and Delta Lake.

By combining data and metadata, and by making on-premises 
content immediately usable in an ideal form in Databricks, 

migration tasks that previously required constructing data 
pipelines to transform, filter and adjust data, as well as significant 
up-front planning for staging and  processing work are now 
eliminated. Equally, work that would otherwise be required for 
setting up auto-load pipelines to attempt to identify newly-
landed data, and convert it to a final form as part of a processing 
pipeline can be set aside.

Data Migrator is in control of when datasets land in the cloud 
so it can initiate the work required to load them into a final form, 
bypassing the need to detect newly-created data, or identify 
changes to existing data. It is more efficient, more scalable, and 
entirely automated.

Hadoop data and Hive metadata migration to Databricks

Cirata Data Migrator

Hadoop Data

Hive Metadata

Step 2 – define your data migration rule
Select the data you want to migrate, and optionally any data that 
you may want to exclude from the migration. Select “auto start 
migration” to automatically begin migrating data.
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Step 3 – define your metadata migration
Choose the Hive databases and tables that you want to 
migrate, and select “auto start migration” to begin.

That’s it.
Your data and metadata will immediately 
begin to migrate to Databricks.
You can monitor the migration progress in the Cirata UI  
and optionally select to receive alerts and notifications sent   
to you directly.

Modernize data architecture with a unified
analytics platform
While the cloud brings efficiencies for data lakes there remains 
concerns about the reliability and the consistency of the data. 
Data Lakes typically have multiple data pipelines reading and 
writing data concurrently, and data engineers have to go through 
a tedious process to ensure data integrity, due to the lack of 
transactions.

Databricks handles with ease all of the analytic processes that 
previously suffered under inflexible and cumbersome Hadoop 
deployments on-premises.

Its success is prompting enterprises like yours to consider 
migrating on-premises Hadoop workloads to the cloud, and 
Databricks particularly. Databricks provides an elegant answer 
to the concern around the sunk costs of skills, infrastructure 
and systems built on-premises in Hadoop by allowing the same 
technologies, applications and systems to operate without 
change either on-premises or in the cloud. Delta Lake provides 
the storage layer on top of your existing storage to support 
enterprise workloads across streaming and batch requirements 
to better manage data lakes at scale. Delta Lake supports 
multiple simultaneous readers and writers for mixed batch and 
streaming data making it easy for data teams to run interactive 
queries and batch historic backfill out of the box. 

Databricks provides a Unified Analytics Platform powered by 
Apache Spark for data science teams to collaborate with data 
engineering and lines of business to build data products. You 
can achieve faster time-to-value with Databricks by creating 
analytic workflows that go from ETL and interactive exploration 
to production. Databricks also makes it easier for you to focus 
on your data rather than hardware by providing a fully managed, 
scalable, and secure cloud infrastructure that reduces operational 
complexity and total cost of ownership.

The Cirata and Databricks outcome
For the first time, organizations that want to migrate on-premises 
Hadoop and Spark content from Hive to Databricks can do so 
at scale, for live data, automatically and selectively without any 
disruption or change to their existing systems. Data Migrator 
includes capabilities to target Databricks and to transform from 
HDFS and Hive-specific data formats to the Delta Lake form.

This means that cloud migration and modernization are within the 
scope of constrained teams, without risk, and without imposing a 
big-bang cutover. Workloads and data that have been locked-up 
on-premises can now be used immediately in the cloud, using the 
modern data analytics platform offered by Databricks.

Delivers reliability, performance and governance on your data lake

Data WarehouseData Lake
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Data Migrator capabilities
• Quick deployment and operation: Data Migrator is installed on an edge node of 

your Hadoop cluster. Deployment can be performed in minutes without impact to 
current operations, so users can begin migrations immediately.

• Self-service user experience: Migrations are designed to be easy to configure 
and perform, requiring simple definition of your target environment and full  
control of exactly what data to migrate and what data to exclude.

• Complete and continuous migration: Migrates existing data sets with a single 
pass through the source storage system, eliminating the overhead of repeated 
scans, while also supporting continuous migration of any ongoing changes from 
source to target with zero disruption to current production systems.

• Hadoop data and Hive metadata migration: Supports migration of HDFS data 
and Hive metadata to public cloud, as well as to other on-premises environments.

• Multiple source and target systems support: Supports HDFS distributions v2.6 
and higher as source systems, and all leading cloud service providers and other 
select ISVs such as Databricks as the target systems.

• Migration at any scale: Migrates big data sets at any scale, from terabytes to 
multi petabytes, without impact to current production environments. Begin risk 
free for small migrations and scale up to multi petabyte initiatives without  
needing any additional installation requirements.

• Browser-based user interface: Users can leverage the Cirata UI, a browser-based 
user interface that allows them to manage the full data migration (data and 
metadata) from the single management console.

• Programmatic interface:  Migrations can also be managed through a 
comprehensive and intuitive command-line interface or using the self-
documenting REST API to integrate the solution with other programs as needed.

• Configurability and control: Ability to configure the migrations to meet the 
organizations specific needs. Including standard configuration such as defining 
sources, targets, and data to be migrated, as well as advanced capabilities such 
as path mapping and network bandwidth management controls.

• Metrics and monitoring: Information to keep you updated on the migration jobs, 
from health and status metrics providing estimates for migration completion to 
email notifications and real-time insights regarding usage and promote  
hands-off operations.

Delta Lake key features
ACID Transactions: Delta Lake brings 
ACID transactions to your data lakes. 
It provides serializability, the strongest 
level of isolation level, allowing you to 
build reliability into your data processing 
and analytics effortlessly.

Scalable Metadata: Delta Lake treats 
metadata just like data, leveraging 
Spark’s distributed processing power to 
handle all its metadata. As a result, Delta 
Lake can handle petabyte-scale tables 
with billions of partitions and files at ease.

Data Versioning: Delta Lake provides 
snapshots of data enabling developers 
to access and revert to earlier versions 
of data for audits, rollbacks or to 
reproduce experiments.

An Open Data Format: All data in 
Delta Lake is stored in Apache Parquet 
format enabling Delta Lake to leverage 
the efficient compression and encoding 
schemes that are native to Parquet.

Unified Batch and Streaming: Tables 
in Delta Lake support batch and 
streaming interactions. Streaming 
data ingest, batch historic backfill, and 
interactive queries work directly.

Schema Management: Delta Lake can 
enforce defined schemas to ensure that 
data types are correct and required 
columns are present, preventing bad 
data from causing data corruption.

Schema Evolution: Big data is 
continuously changing. Delta Lake 
applies changes to table schema 
automatically, without the need for 
cumbersome DDL.

Apache Spark Compatibility: Developers 
can use Delta Lake with their existing 
data pipelines with minimal change as it 
is fully compatible with Spark.
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